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Plasmon-induced magnetism of nanostructured metallic samples has been studied. Magnetic force micros-
copy measurements show that magnetization of a nanohole array can be achieved by illumination of the
structure at the wavelengths corresponding to various surface plasmon excitations. This second-order nonlinear
optical effect appears to affect propagation of light through an array of such nanoholes in a gold film as
observed by spectroscopic measurements in external magnetic field. This effect can find numerous applications
in magneto-optical data storage and optical communication and computing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In transparent dielectric materials a quantum of electro-
magnetic excitationslightd is a photon. However, in the case
of metals photons are not a good approximation, and coupled
states of photons and the collective excitations of conductiv-
ity electrons—surface plasmonssSPd close to a metal surface
should be considered to understand optical properties, which
are called surface plasmon polaritonssSPPd. Since photons
do not penetrate deep into a metalsRe«m,0d, in many cases
optical properties of metallic materials and structures are de-
termined by surface plasmon polaritonsspropagating surface
wavesd and other surface plasmon excitationsslocalized
and/or cylindrical surface plasmonsd depending on the metal
geometry.1 Unusual optical properties of metallic nanowires
and nanoholes stemming from the surface plasmon proper-
ties are the topic of considerable current interest, due to the
strong drive toward development of a new generation of
nano-optical devices for high-density optical data storage,
classical and quantum optical communications, and
computing.

Anomalously high optical transmission of an array of
nanoholes in a metal film is one of the effects which are
strongly affected by surface plasmon modes.2,3 Such an en-
hanced transmission is related to the properties of the SPP
Bloch modes on a periodically structured surface, which are
excited due to diffraction on a periodic structure, as well as
cylindrical and localized surface plasmons in holes, depend-
ing on the structure parameters. When incident photons are
coupled to surface plasmon excitations in the nanostructure,
light in a form of surface plasmons gets through a film and
then is decoupled back to photons on the opposite side of the
film. Control over surface plasmons provides means to con-
trol optical properties of the metallic nanostructures.4 In turn,
properties of the electromagnetic excitations in such nano-
structures depend on the nanostructure geometry and size.

The nano-optics effect considered above is just one ex-
ample among a large number of unusual physical phenomena
in which optics meets mesoscopic physics. Magnetic and
transport properties of mesoscopic systems are the topics of
very active current research,5 due to the strong drive toward

development of nanodevices and quantum computing. How-
ever, there still exist some contradictions between meso-
scopic theories and experimentssee Ref. 6 for exampled. One
of the missing intrinsic elements in many current experimen-
tal and theoretical studies is the effect of surface plasmons on
the transport and magnetic properties of mesoscopic metallic
samples, such as wires, rings, and various other shapes. The
importance of surface plasmons in mesoscopic phenomena is
clear from the recent paper7 and from the following qualita-
tive consideration.

The usual justification for not considering surface plas-
mons in low-temperature measurements is that the efficiency
of excitation of surface plasmons is small if the sample size
is of the order of a few micrometers. However, even if there
are no real SP quanta in the system, the zero-point fluctua-
tions of the electromagnetic field of all the possible plasmon
modes in the system have to be considered. The importance
of zero-point fluctuations in mesoscopic systems clearly
manifests itself in the observations of negative vacuum en-
ergy density between metal plates separated by submicrome-
ter distancessthe Casimir effect; see Ref. 8, for exampled.
The energy density in such a mesoscopic cavity depends on
the dielectric constant of the material between the metal
plates. A mesoscopic metallic sample constitutes a similar
mesoscopic resonator for surface plasmons. As has been
shown in numerous papers, the magnetic field produces sub-
stantial modifications of the surface plasmon dispersion law
via modification of the dielectric tensor of the metal,9 and via
the Aharonov–BohmsABd effect sthe frequencies of surface
plasmon modes in nanotubes and mesoscopic rings change
periodically by about 10% due to the AB effect10d. Thus, the
magnetic field applied to a mesoscopic sample effectively
changes its “dielectric constant” as seen by the surface plas-
mons, and hence, changes the zero-point energy of the plas-
mon field. This fact may be interpreted as an additional
vacuum contribution to the magnetic momentmvac
=−]E0/]H of the metal sample, whereE0 is the zero-point
energy of surface plasmon vacuum. According to the results
presented in Refs. 9 and 10, this vacuum contribution may be
quite large because of the rather large magnetic moments
−"]v /]H,mB of the individual plasmon modes, and be-
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cause of the very large total number of plasmon modes sup-
ported by a mesoscopic sample.

In this paper we study the plasmon-induced magnetism of
nanostructured metallic samples. We calculate the plasmon
zero-point energy of some metallic mesoscopic samples with
simple geometries in an external magnetic field. The mag-
netic response of the plasmon vacuum of these samples ap-
pears to be rather large and diamagnetic. In thin films this
predicted surface vacuum diamagnetism appears to be at
least of the same order of magnitude as the magnetism of the
bulk electrons. Thus, a type of magnetism shown by thin
metallic samples, which is complementary to the well-known
Pauli paramagnetic and Landau diamagnetic contributions to
the magnetism of electron gas, is demonstrated. The
plasmon-induced magnetism of such samples may be en-
hanced by external illumination with resonant light. We re-
port on the experiments in which illumination of nanohole
arrays in metal films induced their magnetization, which has
been observed directly with a magnetic force microscope
sMFMd. This effect allows one to control optical transmis-
sion through such structures with an applied external mag-
netic field or to illuminate the sample at certain wavelengths
to induce magnetization in an initially nonmagnetic nano-
structure. Such an unusual “magnetic” effect has been ob-
served in the experiments on the magnetic-field-induced
changes in the transmission of an array of cylindrical nano-
holes. It seems that the nonlinear optical coupling between
the cylindrical plasmons of different nanoholes in the array
may be described as magnetic interactions in a two-
dimensional lattice of magnetic moments, which is reminis-
cent of the Ising model. This effect may have profound im-
plications in high-density magneto-optical data storage as
well as classical and quantum optical communications and
computing. It might provide a route to the development of
optical metamaterials with negative magnetic permeability at
optical frequencies if coherent excitation of cylindrical sur-
face plasmons can be achieved.

II. PLASMON-INDUCED MAGNETIZM OF MESOSCOPIC
SAMPLES

Although quanta of electromagnetic fieldsphotonsd carry
angular momentum, they do not possess magnetic moment in
vacuum. This fact may not be true in every medium. Let us
consider the magnetic response of the surface plasmon
vacuum of a squarea3a region of a thin metal film with
thicknessd!a to an applied magnetic fieldH sFig. 1d. Let
us start by considering the SPP dispersion law, which propa-
gates along the metal-dielectric interface in zero magnetic

field. The SP field decays exponentially both inside the metal
and the dielectric. Let us assume that both metal and dielec-
tric completely fill the respectivez,0 andz.0 half-spaces.
In such a case the dispersion law can be written as1

k2 =
v2

c2

edemsvd
ed + emsvd

, s1d

where we will assume thatem=1−vp
2/v2 according to the

Drude model, andvp is the plasma frequency of the metal.
This dispersion law is shown in Fig. 2 for the cases of metal-
vacuum and metal-dielectric interfaces. It starts near the
“light line” in the respective dielectric at low frequencies and
approaches asymptoticallyv=vp/ s1+edd1/2 at very large
wave vectors. The latter frequency corresponds to the so-
called surface plasmon resonance. Under the surface plas-
mon resonance conditions both phase and group velocity is
zero, and the surface charge and the normal component of
the electric field diverge. While the dispersion relations1d is
modified in the general case of a lossy metal film, the ap-
proximation used ins1d remains good in the case of a sym-
metric experimental geometry in which the dielectric con-
stants of the dielectric on both sides of the metal film
coincide. Since at every wave vector the SPP dispersion law
is located to the right of the light line, the SPPs of the plane
metal-dielectric interface are decoupled from the free-space
photons due to the momentum conservation law.

We are mostly interested in the region of the SPP disper-
sion law near the SP resonance. The corrections to surface
plasmon frequency in an applied magnetic field in the so-
called nonretarded electrostatic approximationswhich is of
the most interest to usd were calculated by Chiu and Quinn.9

In this approximation SPPs have zero dispersiondv /dk=0,
which makes summation over all the plasmon modes ex-
tremely easy. These modes correspond to the SPPs with large
wave vectors, which propagate in thexy plane along the
planar metal-dielectric interface. Assuming that SPP propa-
gates in they direction, the eigenfrequencies of surface plas-
mons in magnetic field are given by9

v = Hsvp
2 + vc

2d1/2/21/2 for H ' x

svp
2 + vc

2d1/2/21/2 ± vc/2 for H i x,
J s2d

wherevc=eH/mc is the cyclotron frequency, and the sign of
vc/2 term is determined by the propagation direction. The

FIG. 1. Model geometry for the calculations of the magnetic
response of surface plasmon vacuum in the case of a squarea3a
region of a thin metal film with thicknessd!a in an applied per-
pendicular magnetic fieldH.

FIG. 2. SPP dispersion law for the cases of metal-vacuum and
metal-dielectric interfaces in zero magnetic fieldssolid linesd and in
the magnetic field applied perpendicular to the film surfacesdashed
linesd. At large SPP wave vectorsk the changes in surface plasmon
frequency in the applied magnetic field do not depend onk.
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magnetic momentm of the SPP quanta can be determined
from the basic thermodynamic definition of a magnetic mo-
ment of a system as follows:

m = − "S ]v

]H
D

H=0
. s3d

Thus, SPP quanta have magnetic moments of the order of the
Bohr magnetonmB=e" /2mc, which are normal to their
propagation directionsH ixd. We should point out that the
just introduced magnetic moment of a plasmon represents a
second order nonlinear optical effect. This is evident from
Eq. s2d, which basically describes mixing of the ac field of
the plasmon with the dc magnetic field. Such second-order
mixing produces terms of the order ofxs2dEp

2H in the plas-
mon field energy density, where theEp

2 factor represents the
terms quadratic in the electric field of the surface plasmon
and xs2d can be considered as the generalized second-order
susceptibility that includes also magneto-optical effects
ssimilar to the light-induced magnetization of transparent op-
tically active media11d. As a result, the plasmon energy ac-
quires contribution, which is linear inH. This contribution is
proportional toxs2dEp

2. These terms describe both second har-
monic and photon drag dc electric fields as well as linear
magneto-optical effects due to surface plasmons near the
metal interface. We should note that the inversion symmetry
is broken near every interface, so that suchxs2dEp

2 terms are
always present at the surface. The fact that this effect is
rather noticeable is also a direct consequence of the zero
dispersiondv /dk=0 of surface plasmons with large mo-
mentak: according to Eq.s2d, application of external mag-
netic field changes frequencysand, hence, energyd of such
plasmons. We should also point out that there is no contra-
diction between this statement and the fact that external mag-
netic field cannot change the total energy of a classical sys-
tem of electric charges. Even though plasmons are classical
electron density waves, they cannot be isolated from the rest
of the metal, and magnetism in metals is an essentially quan-
tum mechanical phenomenon. Similarly, photons in regular
magneto-optical materials mostly respond to the external
magnetic field by changing their momentasbecause of the
magnetic-field-induced change of the refractive indexd. They
can also exhibit second-order mixing with an external mag-
netic field and, hence, dc magnetism.11 However, unlike plas-
mons, photons in transparent materials are highly delocal-
ized, and such a dc magnetic field should be small. The
magnetism of surface plasmons is much more pronounced
because they are highly confined near the interface, and in
addition plasmons may exhibit localization around topo-
graphical surface features.1

Let us initially consider the most simple case of magnetic
field H applied perpendicular to the metal film bounded by
vacuum. At large SPP wave vectorsk the surface plasmon
frequency

vsp< fsvp
2 + vc

2d/2g1/2 s4d

does not depend onk sFig. 2d, wherevp andvc=eH/mc are
the plasma and cyclotron frequencies, respectively.9 As a re-
sult, all the surface plasmon modes have the magnetic mo-

ment −"]v /]H induced by the externally applied dc mag-
netic field, and the total magnetic moment of the SP vacuum
can be written as

mvac < − mB/21/2o
k

vc/vp, s5d

wheremB is the Bohr magneton, and summation has to be
done over all the plasmon modes of the square region of the
thin metal film under consideration. The surface plasmon
eigenmodes of this square region are defined by the two-
component wave vectorskx,kyd=p /a3 snx,nyd, where nx

andny are integer. Due to Landau damping12 the summation
over all possible surface plasmon wave vectors has to be
cutoff at ukmaxu,kF sthe electron Fermi momentumd. Thus,
the total number of SP modes on the top and bottom inter-
faces of the metal film is roughly 8skFa/pd2, and

mvac < − 8a2ne
2/3svc/vpdmB. s6d

For thin metal films this surface vacuum diamagnetism is
at least of the same order of magnitude as the contribution of
the bulk electrons. Detailed description of various contribu-
tions to the magnetism of metallic samples can be found, for
example, in Ref. 13. The dominating mechanism of the mag-
netism of conductivity electrons is the paramagnetic contri-
bution obtained by Pauli14 as

xe
pm=

31/3mmB
2

p4/3"2 ne
1/3, s7d

wherem is the electron mass. The diamagnetic contribution
obtained by Landau15 is usually smaller by approximately
three times.13 Thus, we only need to compare the magnitudes
of the Pauli paramagnetic contribution and the surface plas-
mon vacuum contribution to the electron magnetism of our
thin metal film sample. Let us assume the free-electron
model value for the plasma frequency of electron gas in the
metal1

vp
2 =

4pe2ne

m
s8d

and compare these two contributions. The Pauli paramag-
netic moment of our sample can be written as follows:

mpm< a2ne
2/3vc

31/3md

2p4/3"ne
1/3mB = 8a2ne

2/3svc/vddmB, s9d

where d is the film thickness, and some characteristic fre-
quency vd=16p4/3"ne

1/3/ s31/3mdd is introduced. From this
expression we immediately see that at small film thicknesses
d, such thatvp,vd, Pauli paramagnetic and surface plas-
mon vacuum diamagnetic contributions have the same order
of magnitude. The characteristic film thickness necessary for
this situation to occur can be written as

d ,
16p4/3"ne

1/3

31/3mvp
,

8p5/6"

31/3m1/2ene
1/6 , 2 nm. s10d

Thus, according to this simple estimate Pauli paramag-
netic and surface plasmon vacuum diamagnetic contributions
to the magnetism of a thin film sample would be approxi-
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mately equal atd,2 nm. Moreover, the contributions of
Landau diamagnetism and plasmon vacuum diamagnetism
should be about the same atd,6 nm. As a result, experi-
mental measurements of the magnetic response of mesos-
copic thin film samples performed as a function of film
thickness in the 2–20-nm range have reasonable chance of
detecting the surface plasmon vacuum diamagnetism. We
should also point out that in reality the vacuum diamagnetic
moment may be at least an order of magnitude larger than
the value determined by Eq.s6d, since the cutoff wave vector
is known only by an order of magnitude. In addition, mag-
netic response measurements may be performed as a function
of the dielectric constant of the substrate and/or absorbed
layer on the interfaces of the metal film. According to Chiu
and Quinn,9 in the presence of a dielectric layer on the metal
surface and at large SPP wave vectorsk the surface plasmon
frequency in a magnetic field perpendicular to the SPP
propagation direction is given by

vsp< fsed
−1vp

2 + vc
2d/2g1/2, s11d

whereed is the dielectric constant of the layer. As a result,
the magnetic moment of individual SP modes −"]v /]H, and
the total magnetic moment of the SP vacuumfdefined by
Eqs.s5d ands6dg are multiplied by the refractive index of the
dielectricnd=ed

1/2. Since atomic monolayer quantities of the
adsorbents are sufficient to shift the plasmon resonance,1

such measurements may be very useful in separating the
relative contribution of the vacuum diamagnetism into the
overall magnetic response of the samplessince there is no
reason why a thin absorbed layer would alter either Pauli or
Landau contributionsd. In addition, increase of the overall
effect by another factor of 2 or 3 means that even thicker
metal filmssfew tens of nanometersd may be used to make a
mesoscopic sample of interest. This additional increase in the
scale of the film thickness also means that calculations of SP
eigenfrequencies based on the macroscopic Maxwell equa-
tions are much more reliable.

Except for the extreme sensitivity to the absorbed layers,
the vacuum diamagnetism described above looks similar to
the Pauli and Landau contributions with respect to tempera-
ture changes. Since surface plasmon eigenfrequencies in-
volved are of the order of a few electron volts, no consider-
able changes in the surface plasmon magnetic response may
be expected from absolute zero up to the room temperature.
The best candidates for vacuum diamagnetism observations
may be the mesoscopic samples made of gold, silver, copper,
or aluminum, since these metals exhibit very pronounced
plasmon resonances.1 Even in the presence of absorbed
layers the vacuum diamagnetic contribution defined by Eq.
s6d is rather small due to the smallsvc/vpd factor. For a
gold sample atH=1 T this ratio issvc/vpd,10−4. Thus, a
131-mm2 square sample would have a vacuum diamagnetic
moment of,104mB at H=1 T, or a few tens of Bohr mag-
netons atH=10 G. However, similar sensitivity has been
achieved recently by Deblocket al.6 who reported measure-
ments of the magnetic response of individual mesoscopic
silver rings and obtained that the measured response of an
individual silver ring is diamagnetic in the limit of zero mag-
netic field, which was not consistent with the available the-

oretical predictions. According to these measurements per-
formed on an ensemble of 1.53105 131-mm2square silver
rings with the thickness of 70 nm, the magnetic moment of
an individual ring oscillates with the number of magnetic
flux quanta with an amplitude of approximately 30mB and the
period of ,20 G. Regardless of the nature of these oscilla-
tions, which we will briefly discuss later, the result of De-
block et al. for the unexpected diamagnetic response of an
individual ring seams consistent with both the sign and the
magnitudesaccording to Fig. 4 from Ref. 6,mring,10mBd of
the vacuum diamagnetic contribution described earlier.

Relatively weak effects of a plasmon vacuum magnetic
response of nanostructured samples may be amplified con-
siderably by external illumination. For example, resonant il-
lumination of the nanohole array samples is known to be an
efficient way of excitation of various surface plasmon
modes.2–4 While the magnetism of SPP Bloch modes on a
periodically modulated surface of a metal film can be con-
sidered in the same way as the magnetism of SPP modes of
the square sample in Fig. 1, the contribution of surface plas-
mons localized in and around the nanoholes need separate
consideration.

Cylindrical surface plasmonssCSPd which exist on a cy-
lindrical surface of a nanohole in metal filmsor on the sur-
face of a cylindrical wired are described by the wave vector
kz related to CSP propagation in the axial direction of the
cylinder, and the angular quantum numbern related to the
azimuthal CSP propagationskfd along the cylinder circum-
ferencesFig. 3d. As a result, the CSP trajectory on a cylin-
drical surface can be represented as a spiral with the period
determined by the CSP angular quantum number: forn=0
there is no angular momentum and such CSP is analogous to
the surface plasmon on a plane surface propagating over the
cylinder wall in the axial direction; forn@1 CSPs strongly
rotate around the cylinder and their spectrum converges to
vp/21/2 in the large wave vector limit. The magnetic moment
m of individual CSP quanta can be determined as

FIG. 3. Geometry of the cylindrical surface plasmon with angu-
lar momentumn on a surface of a metal nanowire or nanohole in a
metal film. Symmetry between a cylindrical surface plasmon and an
electron is illustrated: both excitations may be represented by a
chiral mode of a massless field which is quantized over a compac-
tified spatial coordinate.
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m = − "S ]v

]H
D

H=0
= −

ea2

c
S ]v

]f
D

f=0
, s12d

whereH is the external magnetic field applied in the axial
direction, a is the cylinder radius, andf is the number of
magnetic flux quanta inside the cylinder. The estimation of
CSP magnetic moment is easy to perform in the two limiting
casesn=0 andn→` if the nonretarded electrostatic approxi-
mation is used. These states correspond to the SPP with large
wave vectors, which propagate parallel and perpendicular to
the axial magnetic field, respectively. In this case we can
neglect the effects of curvature of the cylinder, and the re-
sults of Ref. 9 are reproduced: the eigenfrequencies of CSPs
in magnetic field are given by

v = Hsvp
2 + vc

2d1/2/21/2 for n = 0

svp
2 + vc

2d1/2/21/2 ± vc/2 for n Þ 0.
J s13d

It is evident that then=0 plasmons do not have magnetic
moments, whilenÞ0 CSP quanta have magnetic moments
of the order of the Bohr’s magnetonmB. Exact values of the
CSP magnetic moments can be determined by taking into
account the effects of curvature of the cylinder, retardation,
and the Aharonov–Bohm effect on the CSP dispersion.
Analysis of the numerical calculations of the CSP dispersion
for a number of different geometries reported in Refs. 10 and
16 indicates that the results of the simple qualitative estimate
above remain valid in all these cases: CSPs with zero angular
momentum have no magnetic moment, whilenÞ0 CSPs
havem,mB. Thus, individual quanta of thenÞ0 CSP elec-
tromagnetic field behave like small magnets.

The nÞ0 CSP modes in a nanowire or a nanohole are
examples of plasmon modes which exhibit linear dependence
of their frequencies on the applied magnetic field. Similar
cases may be found in Refs. 9, 10, and 16. For example, if
magnetic field is applied parallel to the metal filmsin the x
directiond, then according to Chiu and Quinn9 at large SPP
wave vectorsk, the surface plasmon frequency is given by

vsp< fsvp
2 + 1

2vc
2d/2g1/2 ± 1

2vc, s14d

where the two signs correspond to plasmon propagation in
the 7y direction. Such plasmon modes have magnetic mo-
ments −"]v /]H, ±mB. In rotationally symmetric samples
vacuum magnetic moments of these “left” and “right” modes
compensate each other, so that only the contributions qua-
dratic in the magnetic field are left in the expression for the
total zero-point energy of the plasmon vacuum, and we
would come up with an expression more or less similar to
Eq. s6d for the vacuum magnetic moment. However, this may
not be the case for an asymmetric sample. Considered in
terms of nonlinear optics, the magnetic moment of a CSP
mode which exhibits such a linear dependence of its fre-
quency on the applied magnetic field should be treated as a
second-order nonlinear optical effect similar to the light-
induced magnetization of the transparent optically active me-
dia sometimes called theinverse Faraday effect.11 The dc
magnetic field generated by CSP excitation is proportional to
the number of SP quanta excited in the sample, and hence, to
the square of the fundamental field of the CSP. As such, this

effect is the second-order nonlinear-optical effect, which is
somewhat similar to the photon drag, and complementary to
the generation of second harmonic which always takes place
near metal interfaces. Even though the film material itself
sgoldd has a cubic lattice, and the grating of nanoholes is
mirror symmetric, this effect is possible due to the broken
inversion symmetry at the metal interface.

It is interesting to note that nonlinear optics of CSPs re-
sembles the description of electrodynamics of electric
charges in high energy physics theories which introduce
compactified extra dimensions. In such theories the effective
electric charge of each electromagnetic field mode is propor-
tional to the component of this mode’s momentumn in the
compactified extra dimension, so that the electric charge con-
servation becomes a simple consequence of the momentum
conservation law.17 In a similar way, cylindrical surface plas-
mons of a nanowire or a nanohole may be considered as if
they exist in a curved three-dimensional space-time defined
by the metal interface, which in addition to an extendedz
coordinate, has a compactified angularf dimension along
the circumference of the cylindersFig. 3d. As a result, simi-
larity between the CSPs withnÞ0 and Kaluza–Klein elec-
trons becomes evident: both types of excitations are de-
scribed by a respective quantized component of the angular
momentumn along a compactified dimension. A detailed dis-
cussion of this analogy may be found in Ref. 7. If we recall
that in addition to an electric charge, electrons posses a mag-
netic moment, this analogy becomes even more evident.
Similar to electrons, cylindrical surface plasmons with non-
zero angular momenta have nonzero magnetic moments as
well.

Another potentially importantsalthough separated ques-
tion is how the AB effect may affect the plasmon-induced
magnetism of mesoscopic samples. Very recently Chapliket
al. demonstrated that the frequencies of surface plasmon
modes in nanotubes and mesoscopic rings change periodi-
cally by about 10% due to the AB effect.10 The reason for
this effect is the fact that both Fermi energy and the polar-
ization operator of the nanotubes and nanorings changes pe-
riodically with magnetic flux due to the periodic dependence
of the single-particle spectrum on magnetic flux. These peri-
odic changes lead to the periodic changes of the surface plas-
mon eigenfrequencies, which can be found by solving the
Poisson equation. Thus, magnetic moments of these modes
−"]v /]H experience periodic oscillations too. According to
the results of numerical calculations by Chapliket al.10 the
amplitude of these oscillations is of the order ofmB for the
zero-angular momentumsn=0d plasmon mode of a carbon
nanotube atka=1 fFig. 2sbd from Ref. 10g, while this mode
does not have any angular momentum in zero magnetic field
sfor this modedv /dH=0 atH=0 as is required by symmetry
considerations earlierd. Similar to the classical consideration
for cylindrical surface plasmons with nonzero angular mo-
mentum, plasmons of the nanotube withnÞ0 have nonzero
AB-induced magnetic momentssFig. 4 from Ref. 10d. While
exact numerical calculations for the total AB-induced
vacuum magnetic moment would be rather cumbersome, be-
cause of the complicated dependencies of the frequencies of
the plasmon modes with arbitraryn and k on the magnetic
flux,10 there is absolutely no reason for the total vacuum
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magnetic moment not to experience periodic oscillations
with the amplitude of a fewmB due to the AB effect. Thus,
the periodic small oscillations of the magnetic response of
the silver rings observed by Deblocket al.6 may also be at
least partially attributed to the oscillations of plasmon
vacuum magnetism.

III. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
OF PLASMON-INDUCED MAGNETISM

The discussion in the previous section indicates that al-
though rather weak, magnetism of surface plasmon polari-
tons and cylindrical surface plasmons should be detectable in
the experiment. It may be detected either using mesoscopic
transport measurements similar to a technique implemented
in Ref. 6, or using optical transmission measurements in
magnetic field. In addition, direct measurements of the
plasmon-induced magnetic moments may be performed us-
ing high sensetivity MFM or a superconducting quantum in-
terference devicesSQUIDd magnetometery.

Magnetic properties of CSPs should manifest themselves
in the optical properties of cylindrical plasmons in the exter-
nal magnetic field. Influence of the magnetic field on cylin-
drical surface plasmons possessing magnetic moments
should lead to the change of the radiation spectrum associ-
ated with CSPs. Since cylindrical surface plasmons with
large quantum numbersn@1 have dispersion curves ap-
proaching, in the limit of large wave vectors, the surface
plasmon frequency, it is these CSPs that will contribute most
to the magnetic field effects nearv=vp/21/2 due to their high
density of statesssincedv /dk is small fork→`d. However,
such CSPs cannot be excited directly by the incident light
because of the difference in the wave vectors. A periodic
array of cylindrical holes facilitates the excitation of CSPs in
this spectral range due to diffraction effects.

The measurements of the effect of magnetic field on the
spectrum of cylindrical surface plasmonssFig. 4d strongly
indicate the suggested magnetic behavior. The transmission
spectra of a periodic array of cylindrical holesfthe structure
is shown in the inset in Fig. 4sadg created in a 40-nm-thick
gold film on a glass substrate using focused ion beam milling
have been measured withfFig. 4sbdg and withoutfFig. 4sadg
applied 0.46-T magnetic field having component perpen-
dicular to the filmsparallel to the holes axisd. The transmis-
sion spectrum of the array measured under the white light
illumination without the applied magnetic fieldTs0d has two
major features in the spectral range of plasmonic excitations.
The first one is the peak of the enhanced transmission around
500 nm wavelength, which corresponds to the Bloch surface
plasmon polariton states on the gold-air interface. The de-
tailed discussion of such Bloch states at the gold-air and
gold-substrate interface can be found in Ref. 3. In general,
the resonant SPP wave vectorskW are given by integer mul-
tiples of the inverse vectorssuW ,qWd of the two-dimensional
periodic surface structure:kW =muW +nqW, where m and n are
integer. In case of the double-period structure in Fig. 4sad the
picture of Bloch states is somewhat more complicated be-
cause of the more complicated basis of the two-dimensional
rectangular Brave lattice of the structure. However, the wide

peak around 500 nm may be identified reasonably well with
the combination ofs±1, ±1d, s0, ±2d, s±2, 0d, etc. states of
theD1=600-nm lattice period of surface plasmon-polaritons
on the gold-air interface of the nanohole array structure. The
second spectral feature close to 400 nmfshown in more de-
tail in Fig. 4scd, which was obtained by using a different
charge coupled devicesCCDd spectrometer that is much
more sensitive in the UV spectral rangeg should at least par-
tially correspond to the excitation and reradiation of cylin-
drical surface plasmons with large angular momenta in the
holes. In this spectral range, the double period structure pro-

FIG. 4. sColor onlined sad Optical transmissionTs0d of the nano-
hole array without applied magnetic field.sbd Spectrum of the rela-
tive changefTsHd−Ts0dgTs0d of the optical transmission in the ap-
plied magnetic field. scd Detailed measurements of the CSP
spectrum around 400 nm obtained with a different UV-sensitized
CCD spectrometer. The inset insad shows the electron microscope
image of the double period nanostructure used for spectral measure-
ments: the hole diameter is 150 nm, periodicity isD1=600 nm and
D2=1200 nm. The presumed magnetic moments of CSPs are shown
by the arrows. The inset insbd shows experimental setup: WL-light
source, L-lens, P-polariser, S-sample.
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vides the excitation of surface plasmon polariton modes on a
gold-air interface corresponding to higher in-plane diffrac-
tion orders which can then couple to the CSPs. The differen-
tial transmissionfTsHd−Ts0dg /Ts0d of the nanohole array in
the applied magnetic fieldfFig. 4sbdg in this spectral range
was observed to depend on the applied magnetic field. Our
data indicate a clear negative differential shift below
450 nm; in the longer-wavelength range no magnetic field
induced effects was observed. Despite a significant noise
level, which is unavoidable in differential measurements of
small signals and which might lead to the difficulties in the
identification of absolute zero of the differential signal, the
overall signal-to-noise ratio in this spectral range is at least a
factor of 3. We believe that this fact establishes statistically
meaningful magnetooptical effect observation in the spectral
range below 450 nm. On the other hand, the SPP-related
transmission above 450 nm is not sensitive to magnetic field
within our experimental precision. This weak magnetic field
dependence corresponds well to the expected weak depen-
dence of the CSP radiation on the applied magnetic field.
According to Eq.s13d, the CSP peak is supposed to experi-
ence some broadening due to the splitting of left and right
CSP modes as well as possible coupling between CSPs in the
hole array described below. This broadening of the CSP peak
flocated around 375 nm according to Fig. 4scdg should lead
to transmission changes around 400 nm, as detected in the
experiment: the broadened peak extends more into the spec-
tral range of measurements in Figs. 4sad and 4sbd.

It is also interesting to note that the nonlinear optical cou-
pling between the CSPs in different nanoholes in the array
may, in principle, be described as an effective magnetic ex-
change interaction in a two-dimensional lattice of magnetic
moments. Similar to the exchange interaction of electrons in
electronic magnetic materials, this effective interaction of
plasmons results not from the direct interaction of their mag-
netic momentsswhich is rather weakd, but from the statistics
of plasmons. The CSPs are bosons, so they would “like” to
be in the same orbitalsand hence magneticd state, due to
their statistics, when excited by circular polarized coherent
light: the probability of the new CSP to be excited in some
particular orbital state is proportional to the number of CSP
quanta already excited in this state. In order for this interac-
tion to occur between the CSP states in neighboring nano-
holes, the CSP states of these nanoholes should be coupled.
Thus, the distance between the nanoholes in the array should
be compatible withkz

−1 of the CSPsskz
−1 defines the rate of

the CSP field decay along the metal film surface; remember
that z direction for CSPs was introduced as a direction per-
pendicular to the cylindrical surfaced. Once CSPs of indi-
vidual nanoholes are coupled to each other, they become
delocalized and form Bloch waves, which may propagate
along the metal surface in a manner, which is similar to the
propagation of regular SP Bloch waves over the perforated
metal surface. As a result, the CSPs in such dense nanohole
arrays experience rather strong effective exchange interac-
tion, and a two-dimensional lattice of magnetic moments,
which is reminiscent of the Ising model, is formed in the
nanohole array as shown in the inset in Fig. 4sad. Thus, two-
dimensional “photonic” magnetic materials may be intro-
duced. Such a “magnetic light” state in a nanohole array

should be possible to observe directly using MFM. The esti-
mates show that the total magnetic moment of the nanohole
array sample may not exceedNpl3mB,106mB under illumi-
nation with 100 mW of the CW 488-nm laser, whereNpl is
the number of plasmon quanta excited in the array. Such
magnetization signals are rather difficult to observe. How-
ever, local electromagnetic field enhancement effects often
associated with surface plasmon excitationssee discussion
laterd may facilitate observation of these effects.

In order to detect the relatively weak plasmon-induced
magnetism in the nanohole array we have decided initially to
sacrifice the high spatial resolution of MFM for the sake of
sensitivity. Thus, a custom MFM has been builtfFig. 5scdg in
our laboratory, which uses larger than usualsmade of
50-mm radius sharpened Ni wired, and mechanically softer
s,10−3-N/m force constantd magnetic tips. Images of the
local magnetization of a 30330-mm2array of nanoholes
coated with thin polydiacetilene filmssimilar to the one de-
scribed in detail in Ref. 4d obtained in zero external magnetic
field under illumination with 488-nm circular polarized light
are presented in Figs. 5sad and 5sbd. In this experiment the
intensity of 488-nm laser light was modulated by a chopper
at the frequency, which was chosen to coincide with the low-
est mechanical eigenfrequency of the magnetic Ni wire used
as a microscope tip. The amplitude of the tip vibration in-
duced by periodically chopped 488-nm illumination has
been measured using a conventional optical detection
scheme employed for shear-force and atomic force micros-
copy sAFMd/MFM measurements described in detail in Ref.
18. A lock-in amplifier was used to detect the tip oscillation
at the chopper frequency. Based on the,10−3-N/m force
constant of the tip and the expected plasmon-induced mag-
netization,106mB of the array, the amplitude of tip vibration
can be estimated as at least 30 nm, which is easily detectable
in the shear-force measurement setup. On the other hand, our
test experiments performed in the same experimental geom-
etry with the same sample and with mechanically similar but
nonmagnetic wires did not detect any tip vibrations caused
by 488-nmnm illumination of the sample. These experi-
ments confirm the magnetic nature of the signal imaged in
Figs. 5sad and 5sbd.

Polymer coating causes small shifts in both CSP and the
surface plasmon resonances in the wavelength, and increases
nonlinear optical properties of the nanohole array due to the
large linear and nonlinear dielectric constants of the polymer
coating.4 For example, the lower boundary of the CSP fre-
quenciessthe frequency of SP atk→`d is defined by the
conditionemsvd=−ed, whereemsvd anded are the dielectric
constants of the gold and dielectric, respectivelyfEq. s1dg.
Thus, both resonances are located conveniently with respect
to the wavelength range of the set of argon ion laser lines
used in the experiment. According to the data onemsvd re-
ported in Ref. 19, the shifted CSP peak is located at around
500 nm in this case, so that illumination with 488-nm light
must lead to the excitation of CSPs in the nanohole array,
while illumination with light at longer wavelengths should
not excite CSPs. Characteristic bright and dark stripes indi-
cating magnetic dipole behavior of the entire illuminated
nanohole array and some smaller structures within the array
are clearly visible in the lower portions of the images in Figs.
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5sad and 5sbd obtained under illumination with 488-nm light.
As expected, the observed magnetization signal exhibit
rather pronounced spectral behavior. The image in Fig. 5sdd
measured outside the presumed CSP resonance under the il-
lumination with 514-nm light over the same area as in Fig.
5sad shows no magnetization signal. However, the intensity
of the 514-nm laser line was four times smaller than the
intensity of the 488-nm line. This may have contributed to
the observed weakness of illumination-induced magnetism at
514-nm wavelength, even though experiments conducted at
488-nm at four times reduced light intensity detected a small
light-induced signal. Thus, evidence of the plasmon-induced
magnetization in the nanohole array has been obtained in
these experiments.

Fine structure observable in Fig. 5sad indicates that
plasmon-induced magnetization on the scale of a few nano-
holes may be detectable in a MFM with higher spatial reso-
lution. In order to check this possibility a commercial Digital
Instruments Multimode AFM was modified to allow the
transmission of light through the nanohole array. As it ap-
peared from our further work, the magnetic response can be
detected even without the additional nonlinearity due to
polymer coating. Thus, uncoated nanohole array samples
were imaged in lift mode using phase detection with high
moment magnetic tips.20 We have switched to single-period
nanohole arrays in these MFM measurements because such
arrays are much easier to produce in the gold films using
focused ion beam milling. At the same time, such single-

period arrays produced reasonable MFM contrast. Figure 6
shows topographical and phase images taken simultaneously
on the patterned region of the sample. In Fig. 6sad the first
third of the image was obtained with no sample illumination,
the second third then illuminated by a multimode argon-ion
laser operating around 488-nm wavelengthfall the laser
lines were within the broad surface plasmon line shown in
Fig. 4sadg, then the last third was obtained with the laser off.
Repeating this experiment using a mechanically similar non-
magnetic, metallic tipfFig. 6scdg shows no effect, eliminat-
ing the possibility that this observation is due to instrumen-
tation artifacts or due to some light-induced force of
nonmagnetic origin.

High-resolution images of the local light-induced magne-
tization are presented in Fig. 7. The ringlike features are
clearly visible around the nanoholes in the magnetic image,
while no optically induced MFM signal was detected over
unmilled regions of the film far from the nanohole array.
These ringlike features suggest the picture of surface plas-
mons as circular currents flowing around the nanoholes.
Contrast in the magnetic image was found to be dependent
on several factors, including laser powersin accordance with
the expectation that the number of SP quanta excited in the
structure is proportional to the laser powerd and distance be-
tween the tip and sample. However, such high-contrast im-
ages could be observed only for a few minutes, with the
magnetic contrast gradually disappearing. The magnetic con-
trast in the image could be restored again after the tip remag-

FIG. 5. sColor onlined sad
60360-mm2 image of the light-
induced magnetization of a
30330-mm2 array of nanoholes
slocated in the bottom left corner
of the imaged obtained under illu-
mination with 488-nm circular
polarized light. The 30330-mm2

zoom area shown insbd is indi-
cated by a square boundary.scd
Schematic of the illumination ge-
ometry. sdd Image of the same
area obtained with 514-nm light
shows no magnetization. In all im-
ages red indicates higher value.
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netization, as shown in Fig. 8. This behavior strongly indi-
cates substantial gradual heating of the magnetic coating of
the tip under the intense laser illumination in the experimen-
tal setup, which leads to a loss of tip magnetization due to
the loss of collinearity of magnetization of individual mag-
netic domains in the MFM tip. On the other hand, we have
checked that the shape of the MFM tips look unchanged in
the electron microscope images obtained before and after
these measurements. While this effect may be considered as
very strong evidence in favor of the magnetic nature of the
detected MFM signal, it prevented us from performing more
detailed quantitative studies of the plasmon-induced magne-
tization on such parameters as the illuminating optical power
and the tip-sample distance. When the laser power was re-
duced to the level at which tip-heating effects were no longer

considerable, the signal-to-noise level was sufficient only for
qualitative observations. On the other hand, the repeatability
of our results was tested with ten different MFM tips and six
different nanohole array samples. In all these cases the
plasmon-induced magnetization has been observed beyond
doubt, even thoughsas often happens in scanning probe mi-
croscopyd some tips produced better MFM contrast than the
others. For example, the contrast in Fig. 8 is somewhat lower
than the contrast observed in Figs. 6 and 7 with a different
MFM tip. In addition, the MFM contrast was observed to
gradually deteriorate after a prolonged use of the same MFM
tip.

While the magnetic nature of the contrast in Figs. 6–8 has
been well established, a number of alternative competing
mechanisms of nanohole magnetization under external illu-

FIG. 6. sad Nanohole array topography and
sbd MFM signal detected in the lift mode using
phase detection with high magnetic moment tip.
The middle part of the image has been recorded
under the illumination with 488-nm laser light;
the illumination was switched off in the top and
bottom parts of the image.scd Topography and
sdd MFM signal recorded with the mechanically
similar metal-coated nonmagnetic tip: there is no
difference in the images measured with and with-
out illumination. In all images white indicates
higher value.

FIG. 7. sad Topography and sbd high-
resolution MFM phase image of the local light-
induced magnetization of the nanohole array. In
all images white indicates higher value.
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mination may be considered. One of such mechanisms uses
somewhat similar language of surface plasmon excitations in
the nanohole array. Illumination of metallic and semicon-
ducting nanostructures with intense light is known to pro-
duce simultaneous strong second harmonic generation and
photon drag21 effects, which are the related second-order
nonlinear optical effects: sum frequencys2vd and difference
frequency generation processes. The dc electric fields in-
duced by external illumination had been observed previously
via measurements of the effect of surface plasmon polariton
field on the tunneling current of a scanning tunneling micro-
scopesSTMd.22 In these experiments rather large dc voltage
s,1 mVd had been observed over an,10-nm gap between
gold STM tip and sample under the cw 633-nm sample illu-
mination. It was estimated that the fundamental optical field
enhancement in the gap of the order of 105 was necessary in
order to explain this value of the dc electric field. This en-
hancement is rather typical in metal nanostructures. Similar
enhancement factors are observed in other nonlinear optical
effects in metal nanostructures, such as the surface enhanced
Raman scattering, etc. In our experimental MFM geometry
the plasmon-induced dc electric field is effectively screened
by the metallic nanostructure, since the sample is illuminated
from the backfFig. 5scdg. Our estimates of this effect, per-
formed similar to Ref. 22, promise the dc magnetic fields of
the order of a few Gauss, based on the 100 mW power of the
illuminating fundamental light, expected amplification of the
local fundamental optical field of the order of at least
102–103 in close proximity to the nanoholes, and 10−3 typi-
cal second harmonic conversion efficiency of metallic nano-
structuresssecond harmonic and dc conversion efficiencies

should be of the same order of magnituded. The local dc
magnetic fields of such magnitude are easy to detect with a
MFM in the phase imaging mode. However, we should em-
phasize that the language of plasmon magnetic moments and
the language of photon drag effect are essentially two differ-
ent languages to describe the same phenomenon: generation
of dc magnetic fields due to plasmon excitation. Another
hypothetical possibility to induce magnetic nanoholes is
some plasmon-enhanced nonlinear-optical effect in the glass
substratesor polymer coating as in the experiment in Fig. 5d.
We should point out, however, that the nonlinearities of di-
electric near the metal-dielectric interface which supports
surface plasmon propagation may be included in the plasmon
magnetic moment calculations, and thus, should not be con-
sidered as an alternative explanation.

Unfortunately as a rule, the phase changes in the experi-
mental MFM images could not be converted into quantitative
data of the magnetic field distribution near the sample of
interest. This fact has to do with the complicated shapes of
both the sample and the magnetic tip. Magnetic dipole ap-
proximation is clearly inaccurate when the tip-sample dis-
tance is smaller than characteristic dimensions of the tip and
the sample. In general MFM images are interpreted as some
linear combination of the sample magnetic field, its gradient,
and maybe its higher derivatives.23 In addition, the effects
measured by the MFM tip may result from a combination of
direct plasmon-induced magnetization of the sample, and
from the plasmon-induced diamagnetic reaction of the
sample to the presence of the magnetized MFM tip. Accord-
ing to Eqs.s2d and s13d, the relative contribution of these
effects is defined by the types of plasmon modes excited in

FIG. 8. sad Nanohole array to-
pography andsbd MFM signal de-
tected using high magnetic mo-
ment tip. The middle part of the
image has been recorded under
the illumination with 488-nm la-
ser light; the illumination was
switched off in the top and bottom
parts of the images. The magnetic
contrast is observed to gradually
disappear during the tip illumina-
tion. In similar imagesscd andsdd
measured after the tip remagneti-
zation the magnetic contrast reap-
pears and disappears in a similar
manner. This behavior indicates
substantial gradual heating of the
magnetic coating of the tip under
the laser illumination, which leads
to a loss of tip magnetization. In
all images white indicates higher
value.
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the sample, and by the direction of tip magnetization. The
latter factor is known only approximately. From the same
equations we may also expect that the diamagnetic response
of the sample should be by a factor ofvc/vp,10−3 weaker
than its direct magnetic response, which makes the direct
magnetization mechanism more probable. Despite these un-
certainties, some qualitative agreement between experimen-

tally measured images and the expected field distribution
around nanoholes may be achieved. Figure 9sad represents
results of our calculations of the vertical component of the
magnetic field at three different tip-sample separations in the
model of currents circulating around the nanoholes of the
array. The nanohole size in these calculations is 250 nm,
which corresponds to the measured nanohole diameter in the
experimental image in Fig. 8sad. The calculation results at
z=100 nm agree qualitatively with the ringlike structures ob-
served in our experimental MFM images at about the same
tip-sample separation, as evidenced by the cross section of
the experimental image from Fig. 8sbd, which is shown in
Fig. 9sbd. The contrast in experimental image has been in-
verted in order to get the best fit. The contrast inversion can
be justified by the fact that the sign of the experimental sig-
nal depends on the sign of tip magnetization. In addition, the
calculation data in Fig. 9sad show the transition from the
ringlike shapes to the simple magnetic field maxima as a
function of the effective vertical distance to the rings. Such a
behavior may be inferred, for example, from Fig. 8sdd.

In summary, we have observed directly the theoretically
predicted surface-plasmon-induced magnetization in the ar-
ray of nanoholes in a metal film. In such metallic nanostruc-
tures, propagation of surface plasmons has been observed to
depend on the applied external magnetic field. Magnetic
force microscopy measurements show that magnetization of
the electromagnetic states in a hole array can be achieved by
illumination of the structure at the wavelengths correspond-
ing to various surface plasmon excitations. Our finding that
zero-point fluctuations of surface plasmon-polariton field
may induce considerable magnetism in nanometer-scale me-
tallic samples may be of interest to mesoscopic physics. In
addition to the importance of our results to fundamental
nanoscience, our observations suggest the possibility to con-
trol the transmission of nanoholes at a single-photon level
with an external magnetic field. This possibility is extremely
attractive in quantum communication applications.
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